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Webinar: D&O Insurance

November 8, 2018

Thursday, November 8

3:00 - 4:00 pm EDT

2:00 - 3:00 pm CDT 

1:00 - 2:00  pm MDT

Noon - 1:00  pm PDT

Webinar

Audience:

Risk Managers

In-House Counsel

C-Level Executives

D&O Insurance, Government Investigations, and Requests for Information

D&O insurance coverage is critical to the health of most organizations because it allows directors and

officers to sleep better at night knowing that they can serve the company and its shareholders with less

concern that their personal assets are at risk from liabilities associated with performance of their fiduciary

duties. At a time when investigations can be as expensive to defend as litigation, most corporate decision-

makers are unaware of their D&O policies' limitations with respect to government investigations or requests

for information. This webinar will open your eyes to these limitations while providing reasonable options for

maximizing coverage.

Speakers:

Alexandra A. Roje, Partner, Insurance Recovery & Counseling

Alex is highly skilled in complex insurance and commercial litigation matters, representing policyholder

clients in a wide range of insurance coverage disputes involving directors' and officers' liability, product and

environmental liability, employment practice liability, first-party property coverage, crime/fidelity coverage,
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and insurance coverage matters in bankruptcy proceedings. Alex's extensive trial experience includes

insurance recovery, commercial and healthcare litigation matters. Her achievements include arbitrations for

the Los Angeles Dodgers, a multi-year trial and appellate proceedings before the International Criminal

Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia in the Hague, as well as two separate verdicts on behalf of a national

healthcare system and hospital against a health maintenance organization.  

Joshua J. Pollack, Of Counsel, Insurance Recovery & Counseling

Joshua is an accomplished attorney who focuses his practice on insurance recovery and counseling on

behalf of policyholders as well as complex business litigation matters. He represents clients in a broad range

of industries, including financial institutions, hedge funds, manufacturing, real estate, entertainment, retail,

banking, and hospitality. In the area of insurance recovery and counseling, Josh has significant experience

representing policyholders in disputes with insurance companies and litigating coverage matters in federal

and state courts across the country. Josh represents policyholders seeking coverage under a wide variety

of  policy types, including directors and officers, errors and omissions, employment practices liability,

property, excess, umbrella, environmental, life, business interruption, product recall, builder's risk, musical

instrument, and commercial general liability.

Questions? Please contact Kara Thompson at kthompson@lathropgage.com or 816.460.5378.

Please visit our Insurance Recovery & Counseling blog: The Road to Insurance Recovery

 


